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1. Introduction

In microprobe work there are three different sets of experimental

parameters which need to be calibrated, respectively verified:

- basic instrumental parameters such as the size of the beam spot and its

halo;

scanning parameters such as the scan width (related to magnification),

linearity in scanning, influence of the beam deflection amplitude on the

beam spot size;

- calibration for quantitative microdistribution analysis.

As far as beam focus and scanning parameters are concerned, several

calibration methods have been developed during the past years. They will be

discussed in the following. However, linearity of the scanning systems and the

influence of beam rastering on its spot size have not found too much attention yet.

Rather poor is the literature with respect to calibration for microprobe

elemental analysis. Whereas a basic calibration can be obtained with thin layers,

comparable to standard procedures in broad beam analysis, special precautions

a.o. related to the low beam currents have to be observed for quantitative

microdistribution analysis.

2. Calibration of basic instrumental parameters

Beam spot size

The most widespread method used to determine the beam spot size is to scan

over a metal grid for transmission electron microscopy, e.g. a copper grid with up

to 2000 grid bars per inch (2000 mesh). To deduce the spot size two-dimensional

images or line scans are acquired using the detected signals of the respective
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technique. Such grids are most useful for quick qualitative checks, they are

commercially available and can withstand considerable beam power. For a correct

quantitative interpretation of line scans over a grid bar, however, the microbeam

profile has to be deconvoluted from the scan taking account of the edge profile of

the grid bar. This, however, is irregular and largely unknown. Furthermore, edge

effects in the absorption of X-rays, in the scattered particle or secondary electron

signals themselves may complicate the appearance of the line scan.

As alternative means for a straightforward and correct determination of the

beam spot size, the use of strip patterns of negligible thickness and step height

were advocated as early as 1989 [1] in order to remove the convoluting edge profile

of a grid bar from the measurement. With the advance in microelectronics circuit

production such devices have become available. Convincing applications of such a

multilayered integrated circuit with narrow and sharply resolved buried tungsten

metallisation strips document unequivocally the excellent lateral beam resolution

of 0.33 urn (FWHM), achieved at the Oxford SPM facility [2] (Fig. 1). Similar

samples of metallisation strips can be used with any other microbeam technique.

Beam spot halo

A complementary test object is proposed here, which will especially allow to

test for the halo of any microbeam. In distribution analysis, the low ion fluence in

the halo of the beam can still contribute to a considerable signal due to the large

area which may be covered by a halo. Next to the FWHM the areal extension of

the halo below 10% of the maximum fluence is very important. A specimen

sensitive to such low ion fluences would ideally be a bulk material having a sharp

edge. Since mechanically produced knife edges are known (just as grid bars) to

have imperfect and non-constant edge profiles, we resort here to test objects

fabricated by microstructural techniques [3]. Fig. 2 displays such an object,

consisting of aperture slits of 3 um wide and 17 um long, regularly positioned
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(with a spacing of 1.5 um) in a 20 um thick Cu bulk material, sufficiently thick to

stop or absorb the incoming beam. Its regular microstructure in thickness of the

bulk and width and linearity of the slits is striking and far superior to the known

grids. In probing the halo, the challenge is then to "aim" the microbeam through a

slit without receiving signals from the walls with any part of the halo (of course

automated by scanning the beam). The slits can be produced in virtually any

width. Since these objects have considerable step heights again, we propose them

only as test specimens complementing the metallisation strips mentioned above.

Using the same microstructural production techniques (deep-etch X-ray

lithography coupled with electroforming and plastic molding - LIGA process) the

intrinsic drawbacks of the TEM grids could also be overcome. Real grids of about

25% transmission could be produced, having a thickness of 10-20 um with well-

defined edge profiles, the grid bars being straight within < 0.1 um. With such

grids the beam resolution could be measured in transmission comparable to the

metallisation strips on thick substrates.

3. Scanning parameters

The absolute position of the microbeam on target with respect to the viewing

frame of, for example, an optical microscope needs to be established in any

microbeam facility. A very thin fluorescing target or one which shows the impact

of the beam after irradiation, for example a greased plastic foil, can be used for

that purpose.

Less obvious is the calibration of the scanning width (or scanning frame in

two dimensions) and the verification of the linearity of the scanning system. To

supply useful test objects for this purpose would be of great advantage. A series of

very elaborate SEM magnification prototype standards was developed at NIST

[4,5] by electron beam lithography. Structures with a pitch between 0.2 um (0.4
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um) and 3 mm are available on these standards (Fig. 3). They are made from

molybdenum-silicide respectively titanium/palladium on a silicon substrate. The

layout of the structures as well as the choice of materials make this standard,

intended for SEM work, also very suitable for calibration of other scanning

microprobes. The scanning width can be easily measured in two directions, which

translates into magnification on a scanning probe.

Unfortunately, the NIST structure does not contain objects distributed over

the complete surface. But such regular structures over large areas are needed in

order to test for the linearity in scanning. Any non-linearity of the scanning

system, i.e. a deviation from the constant step width or distance between adjacent

pixels, will show up as distortion or irregularity in the image acquired when

scanning over the specimen. The regular pattern of, for example, the aperture

slits shown in Fig. 2 demonstrates clearly the suitability of such a test object.

Furthermore, checking for the influence of the beam deflection amplitude on

the beam focus size has not found too much attention so far. The same regular

pattern proposed in Fig. 2 can serve for this purpose as well. In scan positions,

where the beam spot size is increased, the images of the aperture slits will be

narrowed down.

4. Calibration for quantitative analysis

In the following, only analytical methods which are relatively free from

matrix interferences are considered. Calibration of the analyte yield YA from a

sample

YA =Q-o(E )-(Nt) Acos^)'1 -AO-e. ,
A A p A int

is performed in either of two ways:

using cross-sections and calculated or experimentally determined detector

characteristics;
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using calibration standards of known thickness (Nt)s in order to determine

empirically the calibration constants Cs describing the dependence of the

yield on the sample thickness:

Depending on the chosen procedure, the accuracy of

C = o-{cos$)~l AQe
int

depends on

how well the cross-section a, the solid angle Afi and intrinsic efficiency e int

of the detection system are known, or

how well the calibration standards are characterized.

Conventional thin layers

The basic calibration for elemental analysis can be obtained by averaging

with a rastered beam over conventional calibration samples of evaporated metal

films, which can be obtained from several sources. Summing over all pixels in the

scanning frame eliminates the possible inhomogeneity on this scale. As

alternative to complete scanning, static analysis with different spot sizes in

several positions on such thin layers can be applied [6]. This way it was shown in

Ref. [6] that the chosen calibration layers were homogeneous enough at the scale

of 10 x 20 um2. If - for example in the case of PIXE analysis - the intrinsic

efficiency of the X-ray detector has been determined with calibrated radioactive

X-ray sources or its relative efficiency is known from a yield calibration in a

conventional (broad beam) PIXE facility, only the solid angle or a scaling factor

applicable to the microbeam setup needs to be determined, taking account of X-ray

attenuation in chamber windows or alike. This can be done by employing only one

or very few calibrated metal layers.

Unfortunately, instrumental descriptions of microprobe analytical systems

seldom document the means applied to calibrate for elemental analysis. But the
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achievement of accurate analysis has to be proved with those methods, generally

accepted by the analytical community. This means: proper documentation of the

calibration and its verification with suitable reference materials (RMs) are

necessary. Campbell et al. dwell upon the accuracy achievable e.g. in

microdistribution analysis with PIXE, especially for thick target analysis in

geochemical applications. They give a detailed account of the proper use of RMs

for this task [7].

Verification for distribution analysis

In distribution analysis the elemental mass of a given structure in the

scanned sample needs to be determined. The normalization
YA

(Nt)A =
A C Q

to the number Q of incident photons or particles turns out to be a challenge. We

have to perform a "differential normalization", the accumulated number of

particles in every pixel must be correctly measured. Not only do we face low beam

intensity, but also do we have to cope with short dwell times per pixel of only a few

ms or some 10 ms, rendering the accumulation of sufficient statistics very

difficult. Relying on a stable microbeam only is not an option for quantitative

analysis with most analysis systems.

While averaging over a uniform calibration sample, any incorrect

differential normalisation is compensated. Thus, the basic calibration is not

affected. Only when applying microdistribution analysis to structured samples

will errors become apparent. Again, due to the high dimensional precision needed

in microelectronics and microstructuring fabrication, these processes lend

themselves for the preparation of test samples for distribution analysis as well. A

test pattern may be conceived which consists of heavy metal deposits of well-

defined thicknesses (for example in a series of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.5 um) and varying,
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but precisely known surface areas at prescribed positions (Fig. 4). The spacing of

the heavy metal structures on a pure substrate (e.g. silicon) should be such that

beams up to 20 um in diameter should "see" only one deposit at a time.

5. Conclusions

In order to complement existing calibration standards for use in microprobe

systems, new test objects fabricated by microelectronics and other microstructural

production techniques are proposed (Table 1). They should fill an important gap.

Their production is presently explored in several institutions.
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Table 1: Proposed RMs and transfer standards for microprobe work.

material

two-dimensional
metallisation
strips on Si

real transmission
grid

metal membrane
with recurring
microstructes
(series of holes,...)

metal islands on
Si substrate

measured quantity

beam spot size and profile

beam spot size and profile

- beam spot halo
- scan width and linearity
- influence of beam

deflection on spot size

calibration of elemental
microdistribution analysis

advantages/disadvantages

+ no edge effects in detected
signals

- on thick substrate only,
no measurements in
transmission

+ measurements in
transmission

+ regular grid bars
- fragile

+ regular, well-defined
pattern

+ accurate element
distribution

- difficult to fabricate at
required accuracy

- no measurements in
transmission
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Fig. 1. Tungsten L a X-ray profile obtained by scanning the
beam over the edge of a metallisation region on a multi layer
semiconductor device. The inset shows a 25x25 fj.m2 W
X-ray map of the device, showing the path of the line profile.
The solid line shows a fit to the data assuming a beam
full-width a; half maximum of 0.33 urn. The data were taken

with a beam current of 100 pA.

(Reprinted from Ref. [2] with kind permission of Elsevier
Science - NL, Sara Burgerhartstr. 25, NL-1055 KV Amsterdam.)
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Fig.2. Copper membrane with cross-shaped apertures (width: 3ym, distance: 1.5ym)
(Courtesy of Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe [3]).
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Fig. 3 . Micrographs of the SEM magnification prototype
sample of NIST [ff] (Courtesy of M.T. Postek. NIST. Repro-
duced with the permission of the publisher), (a) low magnifica-
tion, line scale = 500 nm; (b) high magnification showing the
0.2 urn pitch structures, line scale = 1.76 urn.
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Fig. 4 r Schematic view of metal islands of different thickness and size laid down on a clean substrate for verifying quantitative
microdistribution analvsis.
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